Curing of aqueous polymeric film coatings: Importance of the coating level and type of plasticizer.
The aim of this study was to better understand the effects of the curing conditions on the resulting drug release patterns from pellets coated with aqueous polymer dispersions. Diltiazem HCl was used as model drug, ethylcellulose as polymer, triethyl citrate (TEC), dibutyl sebacate (DBS), and distilled acetylated monoglycerides (Myvacet) as plasticizers. Interestingly, the effects of the curing conditions strongly depended on the coating level and the type of plasticizer: in the case of TEC, the drug release rate monotonically decreased with increasing harshness of the curing conditions (time, temperature, and relative humidity), irrespective of the coating level. In contrast, in the case of DBS and Myvacet, this type of relationship was only observed at low coating levels (5%). At intermediate coating levels (around 7.5%), the curing conditions had virtually no effect on drug release. At high coating levels (10%), the release rate initially increased and then decreased with increasing harshness of the curing conditions. This more complex behavior might be attributable to the superposition of two competing phenomena: improved film formation and drug migration into the polymeric membrane. Furthermore, it could be shown that the type of plasticizer had a major effect on drug release in not fully coalesced and equilibrated film coatings, whereas the release profiles were similar for all plasticizers in the case of completely formed and equilibrated film coatings. Importantly, the latter systems were stable for long term even during storage under stress conditions.